“There are very few outdoor-rated, weather-resistant loudspeakers of this quality.”

– Mike Ward, Cobb Audio Visual – Owner/Operator

SOUND SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

SMALL OUTDOOR SPORTS VENUE

Be a part of the team

An investment that lasts
Legendary performance and reliability from two of the most trusted names in sports venue sound – the proven choice of stadiums and arenas the world over. Designed to take a beating, survive the elements and work year after year, our solutions come with the added value of the industry’s best customer support.

Controlled coverage
Indoors or outdoors, keep the sound focused where you need it. Achieve sonic clarity and control in the most challenging acoustical environments – from gymnasiums and playing fields to large arenas.

Ease of use
Simple zone and level controls for installed audio systems help staff and volunteers stay focused on the game. Great sound quality with minimal effort.

Speech intelligibility
Hear all calls clearly and never miss a play. Turn up the music to get the crowd going. Whether on the concourse or in the main seating areas, our solutions precisely address the audio needs of any space – easily networked, remote-controlled and monitored via our robust electronics, software and DSP.

Complete system for any venue
Our extensive speaker portfolio includes ceiling, pendant, portable and surface-mount models, giving you background and foreground music options to suit every space and every budget – always with best-in-class sound quality and reliability.
SMALL OUTDOOR SPORTS VENUE
SYSTEM EXAMPLE FOR WEATHER-RESISTANT AUDIO

System overview
Sx600 loudspeakers mounted to poles provide full-range audio coverage for both the home and visitor bleachers.

System benefits
Weather-resistant Sx600PI loudspeakers are equipped with the SAM (Strong Arm Mount) system for secure mounting and precise aiming on existing infrastructure such as light posts or press boxes.

IPX multi-channel amplifiers offer the flexibility to operate on a 70 V / 100 V system for longer cable runs, or with lower impedance for shorter runs.

SONICUE sound system software offers quick and intuitive system set up, tuning and operation, and allows users to easily save and recall presets to ensure consistency – regardless of which staff members are on duty.

ELECTRO-VOICE | LOUDSPEAKERS
3x Sx600PI

DYNACORD | ELECTRONICS
1x MXE5 Matrix Mix engine + TPC-1 Touch Panel Controller
1x IPX 5:4 amplifier

If you need it, we've got it
The Sx series includes some of the most popular loudspeaker designs of all time, providing a level of performance and reliability proven in thousands of installations around the world.

A versatile range of models are available for an array of applications, all equipped with premium EV-engineered components and lightweight, super-durable composite enclosures. Weather-ready versions and multiple accessories for mounting and suspension provide flexible installation options for both indoor and outdoor venues.

With high power handling, great coverage and smooth, consistent frequency response, Sx loudspeakers are the hard-working, cost-effective, easy-setup solution for your installed system needs.

THE RIGHT SYSTEM FOR YOUR VENUE